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Aims:
 publish high-quality research, reviews, and commentaries that address environmental 

health in regions and communities with less-developed research infrastructure
 showcase work by researchers and practitioners from lower-resource areas on topics of 

particular importance to these communities

Scope:
 open to submissions from any discipline that examines the relationship between the 

environment and human health
 define “pollution” broadly to include any environmental agent that is suspected or known 

to adversely affect human health



 EHP Publishing publishes Journal of Health and Pollution (JHP) with support from the 
NIEHS

 Joined EHP Publishing program in 2022 as sister journal to EHP

 Completely open access – no subscriptions, no paywalls, and no author fees

 Continuous publication

 Will feature a wide range of environmental health topics, including health effects due to 
climate change, biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation



Author eligibility:
 primary and corresponding authors of a manuscript must reside in a lower-resource area
 goal is to promote equitable research partnerships while also filling global evidence gaps, 

regardless of economic status

Equitable research partnerships:
 investigators from local communities primarily conduct the science, may involve or 

consult scientists from higher-resource settings
 manuscripts resulting from ‘helicopter research’ will not be considered for peer review or 

publication



  

Notable updates:
 Redesigned website experience hosts all JHP content including the full archive of 

past publications and newly published content

 Editorial Manager is open for submissions

 JHP Deputy Editor team

 Global Engagement Program Analyst position
 EHP Publishing is hiring a new team member to lead global engagement 

and capacity strengthening efforts for both JHP and EHP
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